
The Feeling 
of Freedom

Our recommended mobility 
scooters and electric  
wheelchairs.

The Mobility Shop



Alumina
The lightest car boot 
scooter with the longest 
range. The Alumina offers 
up to 15 miles range with 
a lightweight 4kg battery 
pack. The Alumina Pro 
goes even further, with a 
30 mile range.

Airium

UK’s lightest pavement 
scooter: 25-mile range, 
easy disassembly, and 
exceptional comfort for 
your long journeys.

Lithilite

Innovative Lithium bat-
teries: 15 miles range, 
3.5kg battery. Pro mod-
el offers 30 miles, only 

Xcite

Modern style, compact 
8mph, 25-mile range. The 
Xcite Li goes further, 45 
miles using safe lithium.

259900 164900 259900£ £ £

Motion Healthcare.

309900£ Lithium

214900£

234900£ Pro
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Evolite
Lightweight scooter with Alu-
minum chassis and Lithium 
battery. Disassembles into 5 
parts, heaviest 10kg, 9-mile 
range, and comfortable design.

mLite
Ultra-light folding scooter at 
19.9kg, lithium battery, spa-
cious ride, compact when 
folded. Easy to transport and 
maneuver,18st weight limit.

Aura
One scooter that can handle 
more strenuous day to day use 
with more comfort but is still 
easy and light when they need 
to travel.

179900

209900

264900

£

£

£

Motion Healthcare cont.
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359900 74900£ £

Mini Ignite

Inspired by the larger 
sibling’s groundbreaking 
comfort and performance 
but enhanced into a more 
compact package.

CabinCar MK2

Whether you are transitioning from driving a car or 
upgrading from a basic mobility scooter discover style, 
reliability, and perfection – all at the very heart of the 
Cabin Car experience..

Canopy

Fits virtually every scoot-
er, creating the ultimate 
layer of protection, en-
abling you to confront the 
elements without fear. 

Ignite

Travel in style with the 
most powerful mobility 
scooter ever produced. 
Take advantage of the 
luxurious heated seat.

Scooterpac.

899900 419900£ £
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349900 249500 139900£ £ £

AirFold Pro CF

Experience carbon fiber 
innovation; At 20kg, our 
lightest, most compact 
auto-folding scooter sets a 
new premium standard.

AutoFold Elite

Cutting-edge design, 
auto-folding, suspension, 
Delta bar, remote folding,  
and digital LCD screen for 
an exceptional ride.

Manual Fold+

Experience the upgrade: 
Lighter at 19.8kg with 
an extended range, the 
Manual Fold+ sets a new 
standard.

Sport Rider

Discover modern design: 
8mph, motorcycle-in-
spired, comfy with an 
impressive range for an 
exhilarating ride.

AirFol Powerchair

Carbon fiber construc-
tion: Stylish, lightweight, 
and compact. Easy to 
transport. Exceptional 
quality in every detail.

Titan LTE

Compact, lightweight, and 
user-friendly. Ideal for 
indoor spaces with swiv-
eling seat for comfort and 
convenience.

Drive DeVilbiss.

339900 259900 115900£ £ £
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Rascal Rio

A modern, stylish powerchair 
for indoor and outdoor use. 
Lightweight and easily disman-
tles for transport and storage. 
Fully adjustable for your com-

Ryley Seat Lift

Captain’s seat with 7.5-inch lift, perfect for indoor and outdoor use. Out-
standing performance with 35Ah batteries for exceptional maneuverability 

Rascal WeGo 250

Empower yourself with ease 
on hills. Delta-style handlebars 
offer control and maneuverabil-
ity. A game-changing choice in 
attendant electric wheelchairs.

129900

279900

139900£

£

£

Electric Mobility.
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Vecta Sport
Modern design, compact yet 
powerful. Exceptional leg-
room, adjustable tiller, and a 
comfortable seat for all users. 
Simple, showerproof controls 
and a waterproof USB power 
output. The scooter for the 
21st Century with style.

279900£

Vortex
Exceptional legroom, adjust-
able tiller, and a comfort-
able seat. Waterproof USB 
for charging phones. High 
power, high torque 900 
Watt motor, and impressive 
features make it a mobility 
game-changer.

329900£

Electric Mobility cont.
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Four Ways, Ham Lane,
Ferndown,
Dorset, 
BH22 9DP
Flagship retail store

The Mobility Shop

24 East Street
Wimborne
Dorset
BH21 1DU
Sales, servicing & repairs

t  01202 798 942
w  themobilityshopuk.co.uk
e  sales@themobilityshopuk.co.uk


